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Abstract
Phase control in the self-assembly of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) is often a case of 
trial and error; judicious control over a number of synthetic variables is required to select the 
desired topology and control features such as interpenetration and defectivity. Herein, we 
present a comprehensive investigation of self-assembly in the Fe-biphenyl-4,4′-dicarboxylate 
system, demonstrating that coordination modulation can reliably tune between the kinetic 
product, non-interpenetrated MIL-88D(Fe), and the thermodynamic product, two-fold 
interpenetrated MIL-126(Fe). Density functional theory simulations reveal that correlated 
disorder of the terminal anions on the metal clusters results in hydrogen-bonding between 
adjacent nets in the interpenetrated phase and is the thermodynamic driving force for its 
formation. Coordination modulation slows self-assembly and therefore selects the 
thermodynamic product MIL-126(Fe), while offering fine control over defectivity, inducing 
mesoporosity, but electron microscopy shows MIL-88D(Fe) persists in many samples despite 
not being evident by diffraction. Interpenetration control is also demonstrated using the 2,2′-
bipyridine-5,5′-dicarboxylate linker; it is energetically prohibitive for it to adopt the twisted 
conformation required to form the interpenetrated phase, although multiple alternative phases 
are identified due to additional coordination of Fe cations to its N-donors. Finally, we 
introduce oxidation modulation – the use of metal precursors in different oxidation states to 
that found in the final MOF – to kinetically control self-assembly. Combining coordination 
and oxidation modulation allows the synthesis of pristine MIL-126(Fe) with BET surface 
areas close to the predicted maximum for the first time, suggesting that combining the two 
may be a powerful methodology for the controlled self-assembly of high-valent MOFs.
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Figure 1. a) Structures of the [Fe3O(RCO2)6(H2O)2X] (X = monoanion) SBU and linear dicarboxylate 
linkers used in this study. b) Packing structure of the two-fold interpenetrated MIL-126(Fe), with the 
distinct nets coloured red and blue. Redrawn from CCDC deposition MIBMER.14 c) Packing 
structures, viewed down the c axis, of open and closed MIL-88D(Fe), generated from simulated 
structures (not to scale),15 C: grey; O: red; Fe: orange spheres; H atoms removed for clarity.
3
Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are comprised of metal ions or clusters linked by organic 
ligands into network structures, and have attracted a large amount of interest in recent years.1-
4 Their high porosities, combined with the ability to tune their structures and physical 
properties, makes them highly desirable for a number of applications, such as gas storage,5-6 
catalysis,7 and sensing,8-10 with MOFs prepared from low toxicity metals and ligands 
attractive in biomedical settings such as drug delivery.11-12 MOFs constructed from Fe3+ 
cations (as well as other trivalent metals such as Cr3+, Sc3+, etc.) and dicarboxylate linkers 
often adopt structures in the MIL-88 (MIL stands for Materiaux Institut Lavoisier) series, 
where six-connected [Fe3O(RCO2)6(H2O)2X] (X = monoanion) secondary building units 
(SBUs) (Figure 1a) are linked into hexagonal nets by the ditopic linkers.13 The iron MOF 
linked by biphenyl-4,4′-dicarboxylate (bpdc) is typically doubly interpenetrated (Figure 1b), 
giving a structure known as MIL-126(Fe).14 
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Interpenetration, where multiple MOF networks are interwoven, is a well-known 
phenomenon that leads to reduced pore volume and can enhance framework rigidity.16 The 
non-interpenetrated analogue, MIL-88D (Figure 1c), has been isolated for Cr3+,13 but the Fe3+ 
MOF has only been reported as a poorly crystalline product from low temperature syntheses 
that rapidly converted to the interpenetrated phase.14 Established strategies for controlling 
interpenetration in MOFs include variation of synthetic parameters17, choice of solvent18, and 
increasing the steric bulk of the linkers19. In the case of MIL-126(Fe), the two-fold 
interpenetration restricts the flexibility of the nets and thus confers rigidity and permanent 
porosity to the MOF, in contrast to MIL-88D materials which, along with other non-
interpenetrated analogues in the isoreticular series, collapse to a closed pore form on 
desolvation and are typically non-porous.20 The permanent porosity and distribution of Lewis 
acid sites in MIL-126(Fe) has resulted in its application as a heterogeneous catalyst.21-25
For bioapplications, the ability to control particle size is necessary to avoid accumulation of 
the MOF in the bloodstream and ensure their effective uptake into the targeted cells.26 
Coordination modulation, the addition of monotopic linkers to MOF syntheses, is one 
established synthetic tool for tuning the crystal size of MOFs.27-32 Competition between the 
modulator and the linker can slow the crystallisation, leading to larger and less polydisperse 
crystallites as well as enhancing crystallinity,33 but under certain conditions the modulator 
can act as a capping agent and generate surface-modified nanoparticles. Modulation is 
typically effective in the synthesis of MOFs linked by high valent metal cations such as Zr4+, 
which act as hard acids, giving rise to more kinetically inert metal-ligand bonds that are more 
resilient to hydrolysis and substitution but prone to forming amorphous or poorly crystalline 
materials.34-35 Fe based MOFs have attracted particular interest for drug delivery due to their 
relative stability and the endogenous nature of iron,36-37 an advantage over many of the metals 
commonly used in MOF synthesis.
We have previously shown that the synthesis of MIL-126(Sc) is highly amenable to 
modulation, controlling physical properties such as porosity and particle size, while 
substituting the bpdc linker for 2,2′-bipyridine-5,5′-dicarboxylic acid (bpydc) allows effective 
control of interpenetration through the conformation of the linker.38 Reported examples of 
coordination modulation applied to iron MOFs, however, are relatively scarce,39-44 but it has 
been combined with the use of pre-formed [Fe3O(OAc)6(H2O)2(OH)] clusters to give single 
crystals of a number of systems.45 Herein we present an extensive study into coordination 
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modulation of iron MOFs linked by bpdc and bpydc, investigating the effect of tuning 
synthetic parameters on interpenetration, porosity, defectivity, and particle size.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis of Fe-bpdc MOFs (1). Preliminary solvothermal syntheses were carried out using 
FeCl3·6H2O and H2bpdc as starting materials, both with and without the addition of a 
modulator (SI, Section S2). Based on our previous modulated synthesis of the interpenetrated 
scandium analogue MIL-126(Sc),38 similar syntheses in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) at 
120 °C using acetic acid (AA) as the modulator was attempted. After allowing to cool down 
to room temperature, the materials were centrifuged and washed three times with fresh DMF, 
followed by three washes with dichloromethane (DCM), before drying under vacuum at room 
temperature. The unmodulated and modulated samples were named 1 and 1-AA, respectively. 
Highly crystalline material was obtained when 10 equivalents of acetic acid were added to the 
synthesis, with the powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern for 1-AA matching the 
predicted PXRD pattern for MIL-126(Fe). In the absence of modulator, a poorly crystalline 
material, 1, was obtained which possessed distinctly different diffraction peaks, indicating a 
different crystal phase (Figure 2a). Comparison with the simulated structure of MIL-88D(Fe) 
in the closed form15 suggests that the unmodulated sample adopts this non-interpenetrated 
structure, although the poor crystallinity of 1 makes identification from PXRD alone less than 
conclusive. Imaging the samples with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shows 1 consists 
of crystals with a rod-like morphology similar to those reported for the rest of the MIL-88 
series,39, 46 while 1-AA contains larger intergrown crystallites (Figure 2b).
To confirm that 1 is the non-interpenetrated material, N2 adsorption isotherms were 
performed at 77 K after activation at 150 °C for 20 hours under vacuum (Figure 2c). Upon 
removal of solvent molecules, MOFs in the MIL-88 series assume a state where their pores 
are closed and cannot be probed using gas sorption experiments. In contrast, the rigidity of 
interpenetrated MIL-126(Fe) allows it to be activated without a significant change in pore 
size, enabling these materials to adsorb nitrogen gas (reported surface areas of 1690-1750 
m2g-1).14, 15, 47 As expected, 1 had a much lower nitrogen uptake than 1-AA, indicating that 
the unmodulated sample adopts the low porosity closed conformation characteristic of non-
interpenetrated MIL-88D. Interestingly, the isotherm for 1-AA exhibits Type IV 
mesoporosity, suggestive of a defective material, with SBET = 879 m2g-1.
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Figure 2. a) Stacked PXRD patterns of samples of 1 compared to predicted patterns for MIL-88D(Fe) 
in the closed state and MIL-126(Fe). b) SEM images of the samples of 1 showing morphology 
differences resulting from modulation. c) N2 uptake isotherms (77 K) for the samples of 1 (filled 
symbols indicate adsorption, empty symbols desorption) Interpenetration is indicated by porosity. d) 
Thermogravimetric analyses of the samples of 1.
Despite the structural differences between the interpenetrated and non-interpenetrated MOFs, 
they have the same overall framework formula [Fe3O(bpdc)3(H2O)2X] and are expected to 
exhibit similar thermal properties. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) in air was performed 
on both samples to assess their thermal stabilities and estimate their approximate 
compositions (Figure 2d). Each sample had a steep mass loss at around 350 °C corresponding 
to framework degradation. The degradation of 1 occurs at a slightly higher (~10 °C) 
temperature than the modulated sample, again suggesting a different phase. The mass 
residues are consistent with the expected formula, however, the mass residue for 1-AA does 
not indicate significant defectivity, despite its clear mesoporosity. This suggests that this 
defectivity is in the form of both missing-linkers and missing-clusters, which have opposing 
influence on the mass of the residue.
We propose that modulation slows the self-assembly process by competition with the linker 
to yield MIL-126(Fe) as the thermodynamic product, while the unmodulated synthesis yields 
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MIL-88D(Fe) as the kinetic product. This would also explain why MIL-88D(Cr) is the 
predominant product of related syntheses, as Cr(III) is considerably more kinetically inert.48 
Owing to the poor crystallinity of 1 prepared under solvothermal heating, an analogous 
synthesis using microwave heating was attempted, with rapid microwave heating expected to 
induce fast nucleation of the kinetic MIL-88D(Fe) phase; crystalline material was obtained 
within 5 minutes. The heating parameters were varied to optimise the synthetic conditions 
(See SI, Section S2), with the resulting materials assessed by PXRD and SEM analysis. 
Syntheses at both 100 and 120 °C yield the non-interpenetrated phase, with the lower 
temperature synthesis giving the highest intensity diffraction peaks, while at 150 °C the 
interpenetrated phase can be seen. The optimum conditions to obtain the non-interpenetrated 
material were 100 °C and 30 minutes (named 1-MW); comparison with 1 shows that 1-MW 
has a higher crystallinity and the diffraction peaks are in much better agreement with the 
predicted PXRD pattern for the closed conformation of MIL-88D(Fe) (Figure 2a). 
Additionally, as-synthesised, undried 1-MW exhibits a PXRD pattern that closely mirrors the 
predicted structure for the open form of MIL-88D(Fe), confirming its flexibility (See SI, 
Figure S3). The formation of MIL-126(Fe) at higher temperatures under microwave heating 
again suggests it is the thermodynamic product.
A similar microwave synthesis using 10 equivalents of AA was also attempted. Crystalline 
material (1-AA-MW) was obtained at 120 °C after 30 minutes, corresponding to the 
interpenetrated MIL-126(Fe) phase. The PXRD patterns of 1-MW and 1-AA-MW were 
indexed and the unit cell parameters were extracted by Pawley fitting using the program 
GSAS-II.49 Close matches with the crystallographic data predicted for MIL-88D(Fe) and Mil-
126(Fe) were observed for 1-MW and 1 -AA-MW, respectively (See SI, Figures S6 and S7). 
SEM imaging revealed that this sample consists mainly of well-faceted single crystals of 
around 30 μm in diameter, while 1-MW shows the hexagonal rod morphology characteristic 
of MIL-88D (Figure 2b). 1-MW and 1-AA-MW display similar thermal stability and 
porosity to the solvothermal analogues (Figures 2c and 2d), confirming effective 
interpenetration control through coordination modulation.
DFT Investigation of Thermodynamic Factors. To investigate the influence of 
thermodynamic factors for MIL-126 and MIL-88D topologies, first-principles calculations 
have been undertaken on the pristine frameworks (SI, Section S3) of the experimentally 
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studied Fe-based material and the Sc analogues of these phases.38 The 
[M3O(RCO2)6(H2O)2X] SBU in both frameworks contains three metal ions that are capped 
with one anion (X, presumed to be OH–) and two water molecules. In the MIL-88D topology, 
the positioning of the anion and water ligands does not influence the internal energy of the 
framework significantly, as all the configurations explored in this work fall within a ~1 kJ 
mol–1 window (~1 kJ mol-1 for the Sc analogue), which is comparable to kT at room 
temperature, indicating random positioning of the anions over the structure. Intriguingly 
however, for MIL-126, the situation is radically different. Tight two-fold interpenetration 
results in a close contact between the two nets at four points per unit cell, and the capping 
ligands can interact at these pinch points. A hydroxide anion on one sub-lattice entering into a 
H-bond with a water ligand on the other is strongly preferred by 33 kJ mol-1 (55 kJ mol–1 for 
the Sc analogue) over a close anion-anion interaction and some 48 kJ mol–1 (66 kJ mol-1 for 
the Sc analogue) over a water-water interaction (Figure 3). The energy scale for positioning 
the capping species in MIL-126 is a factor of 30 times larger than for MIL-88D and >~13 kT 
at room temperature, indicating that these thermodynamic factors are important in attaining 
the most stable arrangement of MIL-126 – confirming it is the thermodynamic product 
compared to the kinetic product MIL-88D – in line with what was observed experimentally. 
This enhanced probability of anion ordering could also be termed correlated disorder50 and 
we speculate that it could be present in other MOFs where related clusters come into close 
contact with each other.
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Figure 3. a) Relative energies of different arrangement of capping species between the sub-lattices in 
MIL-126 for both Fe and Sc analogues. Inset is a figure of the MIL-126(Fe) unit cell (Fe orange, 
oxygen red, carbon grey, hydrogen white) showing close interpenetration of the sub-lattices. b) Image 
of one of the four close points or “pinch-points” between the sub-lattices of MIL-126(Fe) which 
favours correlated disorder through anion-water ordering in this structure. Note that for the single 
MIL-88D lattices, permuting the anion and water positions changes the internal energy by only 1 kJ 
mol–1, hence no such correlated disorder is expected in MIL-88D. C: grey; O: red; Fe: orange spheres. 
Modulation of 1. With modulation control over interpenetration of 1 demonstrated using 
acetic acid, a range of different modulators, and their effect on the crystallinity, crystal size, 
and defectivity of 1, were investigated (SI, Section S4). Samples were named “1-mod (x eq)” 
where mod is the modulator used and x = the number of equivalents of modulator added to 
the synthesis with respect to Fe.
Acetic Acid (AA). Following our initial results, studies were firstly focussed on acetic acid 
(AA); crystalline material was obtained from syntheses containing 1-20 equivalents of AA, 
above which no solid material formed. Five or more equivalents are required to obtain a 
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Figure 4. a) N2 uptake isotherms (77 K, filled symbol adsorption, empty desorption) of samples of 1-
AA prepared with different quantities of AA. SEM images of b) 1-AA (5eq) showing the presence of 
large intergrown blocks of MIL-126(Fe) alongside hexagonal needles of MIL-88D(Fe), and c) 1-AA 
(20 eq) showing only intergrown sheets of MIL-126(Fe).
The pore size distributions show that all 1-AA samples have the expected micropore at 
around 11 Å, as well as a mesopore at around 40 Å. TGA revealed a significantly lower oxide 
10
highly crystalline material, indicating that the modulator plays a vital role in aiding 
crystallisation of the interpenetrated phase. Above 5 equivalents, no significant difference in 
crystallinity can be seen from the PXRD patterns, however there is a marked decrease in 
yield and changes in the physical properties of the resulting samples. The porosity of the 
samples increases with increasing AA concentration (Figure 4a), although no samples reach 
the porosity expected of a pure MIL-126(Fe) phase, predicted to be 2550 m2g-114; 1-AA (20 
eq) has the highest BET surface area of 1289 m2g-1. Hysteresis loops consistent with 
mesoporosity are present in the N2 uptake isotherms of samples prepared with 5-20 
equivalents of AA. This could be attributed to induced defects from acetates coordinating to 
the clusters, leading to missing linkers and/or clusters from the framework, thus enhancing 
porosity without compromising stability. Ordered acetate capping of [Fe3O(RCO2)6(H2O)2X] 
SBUs has previously been observed as a consequence of steric clashes between ligands in 
PCN-236, forming a monocapped, 5-connected cluster, and because of linker rigidity in 
PCN-264, forming a bicapped, 4-connected cluster.45 
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residue for 1-AA (20 eq) than for the other samples, suggesting that as the quantity of 
modulator added to synthesis increases, missing clusters defects may become more prevalent 
compared to missing linker defects.
SEM imaging shows that 1-AA (1 eq) consists mainly of broken rods, along with some larger 
block-like crystallites. Based on the morphology of the unmodulated samples, it is likely that 
these rods represent the non-interpenetrated MIL-88D(Fe) phase. Their broken, poorly 
defined nature is consistent with low crystallinity and would possibly explain why they are 
not evident in the PXRD pattern of the sample. In addition, their identification as MIL-
88D(Fe) would explain the low porosity of the sample. Similar rod-like crystals, alongside 
much larger intergrown blocks, can also be seen in SEM images of 1-AA (5 eq) (Figure 4b), 
again suggesting a mixed phase, but 1-AA (20 eq) (Figure 4c) shows only large intergrown 
sheets which we assume represent MIL-126(Fe).
Subsequently, a range of modulators containing carboxylic acid groups, which can compete 
with the bpdc linker, and differ in their pKa and steric bulk, was investigated, as they have 
been successfully used to modulate Zr MOFs.10, 33, 51-54 The relative pKa values of the 
modulators are expected to correlate with their binding strength to the SBUs and therefore 
potentially tune the degree of defectivity through their incorporation into the framework. 
Additionally, to independently study the effect of varying the pH of the reaction mixture, 
hydrochloric acid was also used as a modulator. The results are summarised in Figure 5. 
In all cases, an optimum quantity of modulator to be added to the synthesis dictates a balance 
of crystallinity, yield, and porosity; in general, porosity increases with modulation (Figure 5a) 
but yields drop significantly (Figure 5b). Modulation produces predominantly MIL-126(Fe), 
but at lower modulator concentrations, the presence of MIL-88D(Fe) is evident in the form of 
rod-shaped crystals in SEM images while not being distinct in PXRD analysis. Modulation 
also results in a variety of particle morphologies of MIL-126(Fe) (Figure 5c). Carboxylate 
containing modulators tend to induce defects and mesoporosity, with the effect only minor 
for formic acid, while HCl modulation seems to produce MIL-126(Fe) material of the highest 
quality based on porosity analysis.
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Figure 5. a) N2 uptake isotherms (77 K, filled symbol adsorption, empty desorption) of optimal 
samples of 1 prepared with each modulator. b) Plot of reaction yields against modulator equivalents 
for each synthetic system, showing decrease in yield as more modulator is added. c) SEM images 
showing differing morphologies obtained with different modulators.
It is important to note that PXRD alone is not enough to assess phase purity; the presence of 
quantities of MIL-88D(Fe) in samples can be determined by SEM, and may account for the 
lower than predicted porosities of MIL-126(Fe) samples reported in the literature to date. 
Optimised conditions for each modulator based on the above parameters are detailed in Table 
1.
Table 1. Optimum synthetic conditions (based on porosity) for MIL-126(Fe) with different 
modulators.
MOF Mod Equiv % Yield BET Surface Area
1-AA 20 23% 1289 m2g-1
1-FA 15 44% 1871 m2g-1
1-BA 4 40% 1019 m2g-1
1-DCA 0.3 22% 808 m2g-1
1-TFA 5 38% 612 m2g-1
1-HCl 1 54% 2039 m2g-1
Formic Acid (FA). Highly crystalline material corresponding to MIL-126(Fe) could be 
obtained with one or more equivalent of FA, with an increasing amount of modulator giving a 
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similar reduction in yield as seen with AA. The N2 uptake also increases with the addition of 
more modulator, but in contrast to AA, samples prepared with FA do not exhibit significant 
mesoporosity, indicating that the degree of defectivity in these samples is lower. 
Additionally, the approximate linker:cluster ratios based on TGA are generally close to the 
ideal value, which suggests that these samples contain approximately 3 linkers per cluster and 
are not significantly defective. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms show that the highest uptake is 
obtained with 1-FA (15 eq), with a corresponding SBET = 1871 m2 g–1 slightly higher than the 
previously reported value of 1750 m2 g–1, but still lower than the value of 2550 m2 g–1 
predicted for an ideal material.14 SEM imaging shows that 1-FA (20 eq) has a distinctly 
different morphology which consists of spherical arrangements of smaller fused sheets rather 
than the more block-like crystals apparent in the other samples. The lower uptake could be a 
direct result of this morphology, which may reduce the pore continuity, making some of the 
pores inaccessible to nitrogen diffusion. Aside from this sample, the rest consist mostly of 
well-defined and regular single-crystals, which increase in size from around 10 µm to 40 µm 
as the modulator concentration is increased, with 1-FA (30 eq) giving perfectly faceted single 
crystals but in very low yield. As with AA modulation, some additional rod-like crystals can 
be seen in the samples prepared with 1-10 equivalents of FA, again suggesting some non-
interpenetrated MIL-88D(Fe) is present at lower modulator concentrations. 
Dichloroacetic Acid (DCA). The use of dichloroacetic acid (DCA) as a modulator for Zr 
MOF syntheses can lead to its significant incorporation at defect sites, allowing it to be used 
as an effective probe molecule for endocytosis and anticancer drug delivery applications.55-56 
The crystallinity of the Fe materials increases with the quantity of DCA up until 0.5 
equivalents, at which point it inhibits MOF formation; addition of one equivalent results in no 
solids formed. MIL-88D(Fe) appears to be present in 1-DCA (0.05 eq) when imaged by 
SEM, as it consists mainly of hexagonal rods. Similar rods are present in samples modulated 
with up to 0.3 eq, alongside up to 30 µm, well-faceted crystals of MIL-126(Fe). The nitrogen 
uptake increases as the concentration of modulator increases, and there is also an increase in 
the hysteresis height, indicating the induction of defects, but porosity is considerably lower 
than expected, with the highest SBET = 808 m2 g–1 for 1-DCA (0.3 eq). 
Trifluoroacetic Acid (TFA). The low pKa of TFA (0.23 compared to 4.76 for AA) was 
expected to lead to more defective samples, as has been reported for UiO-66.53 PXRD 
indicates that the interpenetrated MOF can be prepared with addition of 0.5-5 equivalents of 
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TFA, but SEM revealed a significant proportion of hexagonal rods corresponding to MIL-
88D(Fe) in all samples. Furthermore, the porosities are relatively low, with a maximum SBET 
= 612 m2 g–1 for 1-TFA (5 eq), suggesting TFA is a poor modulator for this system. 
Benzoic Acid (BA). Despite BA having a comparable pKa to AA, syntheses using 10 or more 
equivalents yielded clear solutions with no solid product, whereas 30 equivalents of AA 
could be used and still result in crystallisation. Three equivalents of BA were required to 
crystallise MIL-126(Fe), with PXRD and SEM showing that fewer equivalents give MIL-
88D(Fe). The use of 4 or 5 equivalents gave crystalline sheets, as was seen for higher 
concentration of AA, and 1-BA (4 eq) possessed the highest porosity with SBET = 1019 m2 g–
1.
L-Proline. We have previously demonstrated L-proline to be an effective modulator for the 
synthesis of zirconium and hafnium MOFs57 and also to obtain highly crystalline MIL-
126(Sc).38 Crystalline material matching the interpenetrated phase could only be obtained on 
addition of one equivalent to syntheses, above which only amorphous products were 
obtained, and all solids had a green colour. As L-proline has two coordination sites (both the 
amine and carboxylate) it is likely that its addition to syntheses containing the softer Fe3+ 
cation leads to the formation of a coordination polymer bridged by bidentate L-proline, which 
also explains the difference in colour for these samples. As such, it was not investigated 
further.
Hydrochloric Acid. It is assumed that the addition of monocarboxylates to MOF syntheses 
slows the crystallisation by competition with the linker for coordination sites, potentially pre-
forming SBUs, and by lowering the pH.58 Addition of a strong Brønsted acid should slow the 
self-assembly by hindering deprotonation of the linkers; to aid our understanding of this 
effect, concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCl), which has been shown to successfully enhance 
the synthesis of UiO-66 series MOFs,59 was used. A clear increase in both the crystallinity 
and porosity of the interpenetrated MIL-126(Fe) phase that is formed can be observed as 
more HCl is added to the synthesis. The TGA trace for 1-HCl (0.5 eq) shows an abnormally 
high oxide residue, suggesting that the sample consists of a disproportionate amount of 
inorganic material, likely iron oxides/hydroxides formed from reaction with the water present 
in HCl. When 2 equivalents of HCl are used, the crystallinity is very low, suggesting that 
there is an ideal pH range for successful crystallisation of the MOF. The nitrogen adsorption 
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isotherms of the MOFs all display Type I behaviour, typical for microporous materials, and 
do not display any hysteresis, suggesting minimal defectivity. While the chloride ion can act 
as the coordinating counterion to the Fe3O cluster, it does not possess suitable coordinating 
groups to allow competition with the linker, therefore it is not expected to induce missing 
linker defects. 1-HCl (1 eq) possesses the highest nitrogen uptake of all the samples 
presented so far, with for SBET = 2039 m2g-1. There is also a large increase in crystal size as 
the concentration of HCl is increased, going from around 5-10 µm for 1-HCl (0.5 eq) to 
around 100 µm for 1-HCl (1.5 eq), indicating that HCl acts as an effective modulator.
Synthesis of Fe-bpydc MOFs (2). The intermolecular interactions between the individual 
nets in interpenetrated structures, in this case H-bonding between capping ligands on the 
SBU, are important structure-directing forces which can drive interpenetration. Within the 
tightly interpenetrated MIL-126 framework, π-stacking between the bpdc linkers of the 
individual nets is evident, enabled by the twisted conformation adopted by bpdc to meet the 
steric constraints of the arrangement. Using Sc3+ as the metal, we have previously shown that 
replacing bpdc with 2,2′-bipyridine-5,5′-dicarboxylate (bpydc), which preferentially adopts a 
planar conformation, makes interpenetration less energetically favourable and results in a 
non-interpenetrated MIL-88D phase.38 New DFT calculations (see SI, Section S3) suggest 
that a hypothetical MIL-126(Fe) form incorporating bpydc is highly destabilised due to the 
distortions of the bypdc linker, such that only 30 kJ mol–1 per sub-lattice is gained on 
interpenetrating two MIL-88D sub-lattices, whilst for bpdc, 92 kJ mol–1 per sub-lattice is 
liberated on interpenetrating two MIL-88D sub-lattices indicating a much stronger 
thermodynamic driving force to form the MIL-126(Fe) topology for the more flexible bpdc 
linker. These calculations correlate with our previous crystallographic database mining, 
which confirms that bpydc preferentially adopts a planar conformation in the solid-state.38 To 
examine the analogous Fe3+-bpydc system, solvothermal synthesis was performed at 120 °C 
both with and without use of a modulator (SI, Section S5). The samples are denoted 2 and “2-
mod (x equiv)”, respectively. PXRD patterns of the modulated samples show phases which 
correspond to the simulated PXRD patterns for MIL-88D(Fe), in contrast to the Fe3+-bpdc 
system, however, in some cases there are additional phases which match neither the PXRD 
patterns for MIL-88D(Fe) or MIL-126(Fe) (vide infra). The most successful synthesis of the 
MIL-88D phase was achieved with 2 equivalents of HCl (2-HCl), with PXRD showing 
relatively high crystallinity (Figure 6a) and well-formed hexagonal rods observed by SEM 
(Figure 6b). 
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Figure 6. a) Stacked PXRD patterns of 2-HCl compared to that predicted for MIL-88D(Fe) in the 
closed form. b) SEM images of 2-HCl showing hexagonal rods characteristic of MIL-88D(Fe).
Attempts were made to obtain single crystals of Fe-bpydc to confirm the MIL-88D structure, 
following a procedure similar to recent work by Zhou et al. which uses pre-formed Fe-oxo-
clusters and acetic acid to regulate the crystal growth (SI, Section S6).45 As per the literature 
procedure, the synthesis was conducted in DMF at 150 °C for 18 h with the quantity of AA 
varied to obtain single crystals suitable for single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Syntheses resulted 
in two distinct crystal forms which could not be separated, named 3 and 4 respectively, which 
did not correspond to either MIL-126 or MIL-88D topologies. 3 crystallises as green plates 
(Figure 7a) in the tetragonal P43212 space group, with linear trinuclear SBUs (Figure 7b) 
containing two crystallographically independent iron atoms (Fe1 and Fe2, related by a 2-fold 
rotation axis through the central Fe 1) both of which adopt six-coordinated distorted 
octahedral geometries. The central iron atom (Fe2) is coordinated to four oxygen atoms from 
four different bpydc linkers equatorial to the SBU, two each bridging to each Fe1 in the 
(η1:η1:μ2) motif, with two µ2-oxo bridges at axial positions also bridging to each Fe1. The 
second iron atom (Fe1) is therefore coordinated by two oxygens from two different bpydc 
linkers, one µ2-oxo bridge, one oxygen from a disordered monodentate formate/acetate ligand 
and terminated by two nitrogen donors from a single bpydc linker. 
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Figure 7. a) Image of a single crystal of 3. b) Trinuclear SBU found in the crystal structure of 3. c) 
Packing structure of 3 viewed down the c axis. d) Image of a single crystal of 4. e) Dinuclear 
paddlewheel SBU found in the crystal structure of 4. f) Packing structure of 4 viewed down the a axis. 
g) Stacked PXRD patterns of isolated samples of 3 and 4 compared to those predicted from their 
crystal structures. Scale bars 100 μm. C: grey; O: red; N: blue; Fe: orange spheres; H atoms and 
disorder removed from crystal structure images for clarity.
The carboxylate coordination results in a paddlewheel-like square grid which is overlaid by 
another through the bipyridyl coordination, resulting in a tetragonal net (Figure 7c) with 
potential porosity.
Bond valence sum (BVS) calculations gave values of 3.021 and 3.091 for Fe1 and Fe2, 
respectively, indicating that both are in the +3-oxidation state. The formate anion is one of 
the products from the hydrolysis of DMF, which is known to occur near its boiling point (153 
°C). It is therefore assumed that dimethylamine is present within the pores to balance the 
framework charge, making the overall formula [H2NMe2][FeIII3(bpydc)2(O)2(OAc)(HCO2)]n. 
3 is structurally related to two analogues containing five-coordinate Zn2+ centres which have 
bridging carboxylates (one with formate, reported as JLU-Liu4, and one with acetate) in 
place of the oxo-bridges,60-61 and a mixed-metal MOF with formula 
[FeIII2CoII(bpydc)2(O)2(H2O)2] which was prepared in a similar manner using oxo-centred 
mixed-metal clusters.47 
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4 crystallises as orange rods (Figure 7d) in the orthorhombic Fddd space group, and consists 
of Fe2(RCO2)4 paddlewheels (Figure 7e) containing one crystallographically independent iron 
atom (Fe1, related by a two-fold rotation axis) in a distorted octahedral geometry capped at 
either end by bidentate bipyridyl units. The BVS calculation for Fe1 gives a value of 2.155, 
which indicates that it exists in the +2 oxidation state and that the overall formula is 
[FeII(bpydc)]n. Each SBU is linked by four dicarboxylates to form 2D layers in a diamond 
array, and these layers are linked together into a 3D network through the bipyridyl linkages to 
give diamond-shaped channels when viewed down the a axis (Figure 7f), similar to those in 
the iron terephthalate MIL-53(Fe). Isostructural variants have previously been reported for 
Mn2+ (reported as JLU-Liu11)62 and Cd2+.63
In both cases, rather than preserving the Fe3O cluster by simple substitution of the acetates by 
bpydc, decomposition allows formation of linear clusters with chelating nitrogen groups 
capping each end. In the case of 4 there is also a reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ during synthesis, 
and similar results were obtained when the reaction temperature was lowered to 120 °C, 
suggesting the Fe3O cluster may not be stable in the presence of chelating N donor ligands 
such as bpydc. Variation of the relative ratios of the linker and acetate cluster could be used 
to tune between these two phases, but neither could be obtained phase pure; each sample 
visually contained a small proportion of the other crystal form, although PXRD analysis 
(Figure 7g) suggested phase pure 3 and that a structural change occurs on drying 4. A molar 
ratio of approximately 1:1 (cluster:linker) favoured 3, while adjusting the ratio to 2:1 
favoured 4. The interpenetrated MIL-126 phase is not present in any of these samples, 
regardless of the conditions used, confirming that, as with Sc-bpydc, the linker is unable to 
adopt the twisted conformation necessary to favour interpenetration. The tendency for 
coordination to the metal by the N-donors makes formation of the MIL-88D structure more 
challenging than with the scandium analogue, a reflection of the relative chemical softness of 
Fe3+ compared to Sc3+. Nevertheless, it is seemingly possible to produce a phase-pure sample, 
despite the possibility of also forming 3 and 4, with a further reported structure 
[FeII(bpydc)(H2O)]·H2O previously isolated from hydrothermal synthesis with FeCl2 adding 
to the complexity of the system;64 some of the modulated Fe-bpydc samples do not 
correspond to any of these phases, suggesting new materials or decomposition products yet to 
be identified.
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Figure 8. a) Stacked experimental PXRD patterns of 1′ and 1′-HCl (1 eq) confirming 
interpenetration, compared to 1-MW (non-interpenetrated) and predicted patterns for MIL-126(Fe) 
and MOF-106, [FeII(bpdc)(DMF)]n b) N2 adsorption isotherms (77 K) for modulated samples of 1′. 
Filled circles represent sorption, empty symbols desorption. SEM images of c) 1′, d) 1′-HCl (1 eq), e) 
1′-AA (1 eq), and f) 1′-AA (20 eq). Scale bars 5 μm. (g) Comparison of the zero-field Mössbauer 
spectra of a solid samples of 1-HCl (1 eq) (top) and 1′-HCl (1 eq) (bottom) at 290 K. The black 
circles are experimental data with the fit represented by the red line.
The unmodulated sample has a relatively high nitrogen uptake, with a corresponding SBET = 
637 m2 g–1, but use of a modulator greatly enhances the porosity. The combination of FeCl2 
and one equivalent of AA yielded 1′-AA (1 eq) with SBET = 2416 m2 g–1, the highest value 
obtained in this study and close to the predicted maximum of 2550 m2 g–1 for a pristine MIL-
126(Fe) sample.14 No significant hysteresis is present, even when 20 equivalents of AA are 
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Synthesis of 1 using Fe2+ (1′). While Fe3+ salts are generally used to synthesise Fe3+ MOFs, 
there are several examples where Fe2+ salts have been used.65-70 It would be expected that the 
necessary autoxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ would slow the self-assembly process and therefore 
lead to the thermodynamic product; in this case with bpdc linkers, the interpenetrated phase. 
Accordingly, only MIL-126(Fe) is obtained (Figure 8a) when FeCl2 is used as the Fe source 
(we have termed the samples 1′ to indicate the use of Fe2+ starting materials), even without 
modulator, where FeCl3 gives MIL-88D(Fe) under identical conditions, where counterions 
have been kept consistent to avoid potential anion templation affects71 perturbing self-
assembly (SI, Section S7). An alternative possible product MOF-106, [FeII(bpdc)(DMF)]n, 
has previously been reported from a sealed solvothermal synthesis using a DMF/propanol 
mixture at 120 °C,72 but no corresponding reflections for this phase were evident in the 
PXRD patterns. The porosities of the 1′ samples are greater (Figure 8b) than for the 
equivalent samples prepared using FeCl3, suggesting enhanced crystallinity and phase purity. 
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used, suggesting little or no defect induction. SEM imaging of the samples (Figures 8c-8f) 
shows that they are of a much higher quality than the corresponding equivalents using FeCl3. 
The unmodulated sample 1′ and 1′-AA (20 eq) consist of intergrown crystallites possessing 
distinctive crystalline faces, while 1′-AA (1 eq) and 1′-HCl (1 eq), consist of single crystals 
typical of MIL-126(Fe) as well as arrangements of intergrown crystallites. The decrease in 
porosity and sample quality when the concentration of AA is increased from 1 to 20 
equivalents suggests that, compared to analogous synthesis using FeCl3, synthesis with FeCl2 
requires much less modulator for optimal porosity and crystallinity.
The lack of mesoporous defects and the overall enhancement in sample quality suggest that 
the crystallisation process occurs differently compared to the equivalents using Fe3+ salts. 
The formation of MIL-126(Fe) indicates oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+, which is a requirement for 
the formation of the Fe3O clusters present in the framework. However, a mixed-valence 
cluster [MIII2MIIO] is also possible; recently this has been exploited47 to construct MOFs with 
[FeIII2MIIO(RCO2)6] SBUs. 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy was used to investigate the Fe 
oxidation states; two samples were prepared in an identical manner, other than changing the 
iron source from Fe3+ to Fe2+, with 1 eq of HCl as modulator to enhance sample quality while 
avoiding defect induction. As thermal treatment is reported to reduce Fe3+ to Fe2+ in MIL-
126(Fe),14 these samples were activated under vacuum only to accurately assess the oxidation 
state of the Fe in the as-synthesised form. The spectra of 1-HCl (1 eq), prepared from FeCl3, 
and 1′-HCl (1 eq), prepared from FeCl2, have single quadrupolar doublets and show no 
discernible differences (Figure 8g). The isomer shifts and quadrupolar splittings are 
consistent with homovalent [FeIII3O(RCO2)6] SBUs for both samples when compared to data 
from discrete complexes73-76 and analogous MOFs,77 confirming complete oxidation of Fe2+ 
to Fe3+ in the synthesis of 1′-HCl (1 eq).
The presence of Fe2+ during synthesis, which is a softer Lewis acid, may increase ligand 
lability, coordinative reversibility, and “error-checking”, thus reducing defectivity and 
enhancing crystallinity in the resulting MOFs. This could explain the success of this synthetic 
approach and why only a relatively small amount of modulator (1 equiv of AA) is required to 
induce dramatic enhancements to the porosity of 1′. A similar observation has been reported 
elsewhere for the iron(III) trimesate MIL-100(Fe) when synthesised using an Fe2+ salt, with 
higher crystallinity and porosity achieved from room temperature syntheses without requiring 
HF.70 These results show that tuning of the initial oxidation state of the metal – a process we 
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term oxidation modulation – is also a potential strategy for controlling the phase purity, as 
well as physical properties of the resulting MOFs, by providing additional kinetic barriers 
during the self-assembly process.78
Conclusions
To conclude, the synthesis of MIL-126/MIL-88D type MOFs based on Fe3+ and bpdc and 
bpydc has been investigated, and controllable synthetic routes to both interpenetrated and 
non-interpenetrated materials have been established. When using bpdc as the linker, 
coordination modulation has been demonstrated to slow the self-assembly process to favour 
the interpenetrated MIL-126(Fe) framework as the thermodynamic product, while the non-
interpenetrated framework MIL-88D(Fe) appears to be a kinetic product that can only be 
obtained through unmodulated synthesis at relatively low temperatures (≤120 °C). DFT 
simulations show a strong preference for the arrangement of capping species in MIL-126 that 
is not evident for MIL-88D, for both Fe3+ and Sc3+ analogues, indicating that the 
thermodynamics of correlated anion disorder influence the formation of MIL-126(Fe). By 
varying the quantity and identity of the modulator added during synthesis, it is possible to 
tune between these two crystal phases and also control the size, morphology, and defectivity 
of the interpenetrated MOF. Significantly, PXRD analysis alone is not to determine phase 
purity of MIL-126(Fe); SEM images show appreciable quantities of MIL-88D(Fe) in many 
samples which do not diffract strongly and detract from the porosity of the bulk material. 
The use of bpydc in place of bpdc inhibits the formation of the interpenetrated MIL-126(Fe) 
phase as a consequence of the prohibitively distorted linker conformation required, as 
previously demonstrated for Sc3+ analogues, and confirmed by new DFT calculations and 
modulated experiments. In contrast to Sc3+, Fe3+ can coordinate to the bipyridyl N-donors and 
form MOFs with different topologies to MIL-88D, which can also be isolated under specific 
modulation conditions. Both new structures are non-interpenetrated and possess significant 
potential void space, however, phase-pure samples of either MOF could not be obtained on a 
large enough scale for further investigation.
Finally, the use of an Fe2+ salt as starting material effectively slows the synthesis to favour 
interpenetration and, when combined with modulation, greatly enhances the porosity of the 
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resulting MOF without inducing defectivity. The overall greater sample quality suggests that 
oxidation modulation – the deliberate use of metal precursors in different oxidation states to 
that found in the resulting MOF – could be a simple and effective synthetic tool for preparing 
high quality MOFs with improved physical properties crystallinity and porosity, and for 
discovering new phases.
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